
B-Trees/Red-Black Trees

Hug’s Slides: B-Trees, RB-Trees

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NgaMi7IWs94sC_fhF7_UWx2O4LyPicvVJ9xkru9m2dU/edit#slide=id.g409413421_0637
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1S27xlCPX0Up8WAHZPBqmbcrcKo4FNbyG6eTHamOxzgA/edit#slide=id.g4694c9844_01030


What?

● B-Trees represent same idea as RB Trees, but the latter is easier to implement



● Check these slides for visuals (Note: Professor Hug uses red links instead of nodes)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FVENq6nVfWEHohE8j3oQC6uutxWOghacBfJixFV3KQU/edit#slide=id.g1ee126c17d_0_0




Why?

● Remember that BSTs can have a worst case runtime of O(n) if Spindly!
○ However, Red-Black Trees are harder to implement than BSTs

● Again - used as a storing mechanism for items that can be compared to each 
other



Examples

● Red-Black Java implementation

https://algs4.cs.princeton.edu/33balanced/RedBlackBST.java.html


Hashing
Hug’s Slides 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zflCuz_kENAP3VvurKJ0VsusEbejn5AZZIaoiNU14Xo/edit


Overview

1. Hashing definition 

2. Motivating example

3. Introducing hashing for real

4. The 3 steps of inserting into a hash table

5. Good hashcode properties!

6. Other behavior



What is Hashing?

● Converts an object/data to an integer!

● Integral in the hash table data structure, which we will introduce as motivation
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Motivation

Goal: 

Want to keep each user and their 
information in some database, but 
be able to access any user really 
quickly upon request

Background: 

Facebook is a huge company, 
with billions of users 



Motivation
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What data structure can access things really fast? 

An Array! Θ(1) access time

What happens as array grows large?

How do we know what size array to start with?

...



Motivation
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This structure is called a Hash Table!
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Disclaimer: this is a very simplified example, 
probably not how Facebook actually does it!

Still close to Θ(1) access if Linked List is small 

(Will discuss how to balance array size and # of links later)

...



But how do we insert in the first place?

1. Calculate the object’s hashcode from hash function (abstracted for now)

2. Take hashcode mod number of buckets to figure out which bucket to insert into

3. Insert object to the end of the bucket’s Linked List
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Question for You!

● Why not use other data structures for external chaining?
○ B-Trees/LLRB
○ Binary Search Trees
○ Arrays



Good Hashcode Properties

● If we have great hashcode, access time of hash table will be quick!
● Deterministic: repeated calls to hashcode() return the same thing (not Random)
● Uniform: Keys spread evenly across buckets

○ Don’t use the first letter of a word as a hashcode! Only 26 letters possible

● Quick: Hashcode is relatively quick to compute

@Override
public int hashCode() {
    final int prime = 31;
    int result = 1;
    result = prime * result + (int) (a ^ (a >>> 32));
    result = prime * result + (int) (b ^ (b >>> 32));
    result = prime * result + (int) (c ^ (c >>> 32));
    return result;
}

public MyClass{
    long a, b, c; 

    @Override
    public int hashCode() {

...
    }
}

Hashcode functions usually 
based on small prime 



Other Properties

● Hash Table can be used to implement both HashMaps and HashSets

● If exceed a load factor, resize array by a multiplicative factor, and REHASH all 

the items - many objects may be in a different bucket!
○  Load factor is a number, computed by (# objects / # buckets)

● When <HashSet>.contains(<item>) is called 
○ Follow procedure of hashing item and calculating bucket

○ Then for every item in the linked list, .equals() is called until it reaches the end or finds the item.

■ .equals() is also unique for each object, similar to hashcode()

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/HashMap.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/HashSet.html


Resizing example
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Hashcode: 37

● Load factor = 1.5 
○ When # elements / # buckets ≥ 1.5, double size of array!

How to add?



Warnings

● Mutating an object does NOT rehash it (can lead to mistakes in .contains())
○ Ex. using custom object “Point”

● On exams, DO NOT assume a good hash function or amortized constant 
runtime!



Heaps/PQs

Hug’s Slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ndWjXB4AeFpZlahpfQ9jkH9DiXxcOtzZEEUjOoC8Tm0/edit#slide=id.g409413421_0637


What?

● Heap is the data structure, Priority Queue is the Abstract Data Type (ADT)
●  2 major properties:





Why?

● Used for a very specific purpose - to extract the highest/lowest priority node in 
O(1) time (wow!)

○ Priority can mean many things, from smallest number, largest number, longest word, however 
you want to define it in your structure

● Can “re-adjust” itself in O(logn) time
○ Aka once you extract the priority node, can modify itself so the next priority node is now on top



Examples

● Exam problems from Princeton

https://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spring15/cos226/exams/mid-f09.pdf

